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President’s Message
I just want to start off by saying thank you to the NTGCSA for allowing me
to serve as your 2018 President. It has been an honor to be on the board
of directors for the last few years, and I’m thankful for the relationships
and friendships that I have made during this time.

Thank you to all our sponsors for 2018! We could not have the same
experience without your continued support, service and participation. I
feel lucky to be in an area with such great vendors that always step up for
the NTGCSA!
The NTGCSA is under great leadership with our new 2019 board and officers. President Bryan
Brown, Vice President Jorge Croda, and Secretary/Treasurer KD Davis will continue to lead and grow
the chapter for the future. A couple of seasoned veterans are going off the board this year that we
owe a big thank you to, they have both served multiple times on the board. Thank you Michael
Underwood and Willie Wallace for your leadership and dedication to the NTGCSA!
This year has been highlighted by some outstanding accomplishments and great goals the board put
together and I wanted to mention a few of those. We have increased our Legacy Scholarship Fund
to $25,000 this year, the Scottish Rite Hospital Donation increased to $7500, the chapter approved
an annual audit (financial review) into our by-laws. We are also on the brink of creating a
scholarship for Turfgrass Management Students to help award some financial aid to future
superintendents and help attract more professionals to North Texas.
In closing, I would really like to thank Carol Cloud, our chapter executive, for all that she does and
keeping everyone organized and on task. We really appreciate her for her enthusiasm, organization
and the close relationships she has developed with all the NTGCSA members. I look forward to
seeing you at the Annual Awards Banquet on January 26 at the Fort Worth Club. As I stated at the
first of the year, I encourage everyone to get involved with the chapter by volunteering for a
committee, or writing a newsletter, and attending events and providing feedback. Thank you all for
allowing me to serve this great association and chapter. I wish everyone a happy and safe 2019!
Cheers!

Kirt Phillips

NTGCSA President
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Now is the time to begin rounding up donated golf for Rounds 4 Research for 2019. Started in 2012 by the Carolinas GCSA and now administered by the Environmental Institute
For Golf, EIFG, the online auction for rounds of golf has raised over $800,000. Funds from
the auction go toward research, education, environmental programs, advocacy and scholarship. The EIFG does all the heavy lifting of the program through website, marketing, and
conducting the online auction. It is up to the local chapters to submit the golf for auction.
Rounds 4 Research is a great opportunity for golfers to vie for golf at destinations they
normally may not be able to and to plan those dream golf trips.
For 2019, the Lone Star GCSA is combining the resources of the 5 state GCSA chapters to operate as one unit. Once the
auction is final, the EIFG will distribute 80% of the funds raised back to the participating chapters. Lone Star intends to
donate the funds equally back to the 5 local chapters. To make this happen, this year’s goal is for Texas to provide 125
donated rounds with 25 rounds from each chapter.
Participation is easy. All you need to do is solicit a round of golf for 2 or 4 including cart at your facility or any facility
that is willing to participate. Any options such as drinks, lunch, and discounts while playing are great extras if possible.
Once a round of golf is donated and submitted all that is left to do is educate and promote Rounds 4 Research.
With the number of courses we have in North Texas and Texas as a whole, we should provide strong support to the
auction. If you can provide a stay and play package, please do. The more attractive the experience, the more attractive
the bidding. A great experience leads to greater opportunities and more funding for research. You can find more information on EIFG and Rounds 4 Research at www.eifg.org. Within the next few weeks, I will be sending out emails containing more information on how to participate and deadlines for donations. You can reach Jeff at
gcmaint@co.somervell.tx.us or 254-897-7932.

Jeff Hansen
Lone Star GCSA Board of Directors

Chapter Delegates Receive Key Updates,
Discuss Initiatives
by Jorge Croda CGCS
NTGCSA Chapter Delegate
Chapter delegates discussed key initiatives
and received various updates as part of the
annual chapter delegates meeting, held in
Lawrence and Kansas City. The meeting allows representatives from GCSAA's 99 chapters to provide a voice in association development, as well as meet candidates running
for officer and board of director positions.
Here are the key highlights:

89 delegates representing 91 chapters
convene in Lawrence/Kansas City

Association Report – GCSAA CEO, Rhett Evans briefed delegates on the state of GCSAA. GCSAA has over 18,000 members, 97 affiliated chapters and 2 affiliated international chapters. Mr. Evans discussed the development of programs and services for equipment managers and assistant superintendents. These programs and services are aimed at strengthening the golf course management team. GCSAA is increasing its efforts with students as well – all with the intention of building for the future. Membership is
the lifeblood of GCSAA and paramount to the advancement of the profession and vitality of the game. Mr. Evans reviewed GCSAA’s
total and professional membership trends from 2008 through the present day. The good news shared with the delegates is that
total and professional membership is trending upwards. When
there are more members to collectively participate in programs
and initiatives it helps the profession and industry succeed. Having a louder voice is vital with our advocacy efforts and having
more hands to assist with key initiatives or board service provides
benefits at all levels, national, local and individual. There is
strength in numbers.
Rounds 4 Research – The delegates celebrated the success of the
top five-chapter fundraisers in the 2018 Rounds 4 Research Auction. Overall, the auction brought in $312,239 and saw a 24%
increase in rounds donated and a 21% increase in the number of
rounds sold. The attendees heard from several delegates who
outlined what made their chapter successful. Organization and
having a Rounds 4 Research committee at the chapter level were
noted as important. Chapters just need to solicit the rounds to
donate – the EIFG will administer the rest of the program. The
2019 auction will be held on April 29 – May 5. Call or email Mischia Wright, Associate Director, EIFG at 800-472-7878, or
mwright@gcsaa.org.
State BMP Implementation – The delegates received an update
on GCSAA’s goal to have all 50 states with a BMP in place by
2020. Mark Johnson, Associate Director, Environmental Programs
thanked all the chapters that have been working diligently on
making this goal a reality. CONTINUED ON PAGE 25

New PGA Tour rookie Chris Thompson has GCSAA ties
After years of chasing the dream, 42-year-old pro golfer Chris Thompson — husband of GCSAA employee
Jessica Thompson — delivered a breakthrough to earn his PGA Tour membership card.
Aug 23, 2018 | Howard Richman

A fight broke out Monday in GCSAA employee Jessica Thompson’s Volvo SUV.
Her children, Henry and Landry, each wanted to handle a prized possession that had been years in the
making. It belonged to their father and Jessica’s husband, Chris. Nineteen years after turning pro, Chris
Thompson had earned his first PGA Tour membership
card.
For safekeeping, Jessica had brought the card home
with her following Chris’ successful performance this
past weekend in Portland, Ore. When she picked up
their children after school, Jessica let them see the
card. That’s when it got interesting. “The kids were
fighting over it in the backseat,” Jessica says. “I think
Landry wanted to keep it.”

It’s Chris’ want-to that made that backseat moment
possible.
For years, he has been the ultimate grinder. Twice an
All-American at the University of Kansas, Chris turned
pro in 1999 and says he’s elated to have reached the
ultimate destination in his sport. (At 42, he isn’t the
oldest player to earn his first PGA Tour card. Allen
Doyle was 47 when he received his in 1996, as was
Jim Rutledge when he earned it in 2007, according to
a PGA Tour media official.)
“You try to do something for so many years, then all
of a sudden it happens — you’re not exactly sure how
to react,” says Chris, whose 2018-19 PGA Tour rookie
season is scheduled to begin Oct. 4 in the Safeway
Open at Silverado Resort and Spa in Napa, Calif. “A lot
of guys in this profession don’t get that opportunity.”
Jessica, who is the senior manager of tournament and
conference events at GCSAA, is already busy scheduling — and rescheduling. “We had planned to take the
family to Phoenix when the (Web.com Tour) season

was over,” she says. “This is exciting. He’s worked very hard for this a
very long time. His confidence is high right now, so it’s a good time.”
Chris birdied his final hole Sunday in the Web.com Tour’s WinCo Foods
Portland Open at Pumpkin Ridge Golf Club’s Witch Hollow Course. He
finished 7 under par, tied for 24th and, more importantly, landed in the
20th spot on the Web.com Tour money list (at more than $181,000) to
earn a promotion to the PGA Tour. The top 25 earned membership
cards.
Photo: Chris Thompson displays
the PGA Tour membership card
he earned Aug. 19. This is his
first promotion from the Web.com
Tour to the PGA Tour.
Photo by Jessica Thompson
What catapulted him to greater heights this year? He changed putters and changed caddies, hiring Chevy
Hartzog, who Chris says has made a major difference. “He is a good reader of the greens, and he is a good
player too, and he understands the nuances of the game all caddies don’t understand because they don’t
play a lot,” Chris says.
Chris now has the opportunity to play against contenders such as Tiger Woods, Rory McIlroy, Jordan Spieth
and his good friend and fellow KU Jayhawk Gary Woodland. Chris is only concerned with himself, though.
“You’ve got to play the course. You really don’t play
against other people,” he says. “Good golf is good
golf. It doesn’t matter if it’s the Kansas Open or a PGA
Tour event.”
He hasn’t won since the 2014 Nebraska Open, but
Chris has competed in a U.S. Open (in 2014; he missed
the cut at Pinehurst No. 2) and did make the cut that
year in the AT&T Byron Nelson. He hasn’t played in
the Masters, but it’s among his goals. “You have to
win first to get there. If you play well, hit every shot
with confidence, I think good things will happen,” he
says.
The Thompsons have had the chance to attend the
Masters, but declined in the hope of something
better. It has everything to do with that precious little
card. “Somebody asked us once if we wanted tickets
(to the Masters),” Jessica says, “but Chris said if he’s
going there, it’s not going to be outside the ropes.”

2018
Scholarship
Tournament

Thank you to our participants, vendor donations, and our
gracious host for a fantastic Scholarship Tournament!
Braving the frigid weather proved to be well worth as our
players experienced the great course conditions
at Four Seasons Resort.
Thank you Anthony Williams and Crew for a great day!

More Great Photos from
the 2018 Crew Championship
In Rockwall

What is Verticutting….Really?
Bud White | Senior VP of Agronomy
Century Golf Partners - Arnold Palmer Golf Management
Verticutting, vertical mowing, dethatching…. however you want to label it, is an important and vital process
in good turfgrass management, but yet one that is underused and in many circumstances, not fully understood. Heavy vertical mowing was utilized on greens once per year as far back as the 1950’s (Ryan Mat A Way
pictured below) but superintendents got away from the practice in late 1970’s because cleanup was very labor intensive. Moreover, when triplex verticut units became available they soon were the only verticut unit
being used. Basically, vertical mowing is divided into two categories:
•
•

Verticutting for grooming
Verticutting for thatch and mat reduction

The new creeping type grasses, bentgrasses and bermudagrasses, today are incredibly aggressive in their
growth rate and their growth habits, but this is due to industry demands of breeders to produce turfgrasses
for greens, tees and fairways that are more aggressive, will tolerate lower cutting heights, are more drought
and disease tolerant, have greater density and are finer textured. The turfgrass breeders gave us grasses
with these features, but those same characteristics
produce grasses that must be aggressive and thus are
incredible thatch producers. Unfortunately, many superintendents get behind in thatch management because of this.
Therefore, turfgrasses today need both types of verticutting on a regular basis – surface verticutting for
grooming and deep verticutting for thatch removal.
The ultradwarf bermudagrasses and the bentgrasses
have been labeled by some not to respond well to
deep vertical mowing and recovery is quite slow.
Nothing could be further from the truth. The problem
has been when verticutting has been done deeply and
with very close blade spacing at the same time. This is
very damaging to the tight stoloniferous type of
growth and recovery is quite slow. Deep vertical mowing – ½ to ¾-inch deep – is most beneficial for thatch
removal but accomplished on a wide spacing.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Today we have equipment that does a fantastic job with this type of vertical mowing. Pictured below is a fairway unit on an ultradwarf putting
green verticutting to a depth of about 5/8-inch with excellent results. The
blades, however, are on a 1-inch center versus the ½-inch center or even
closer setup for grooming type verticut units. This deep verticutting is best
done immediately prior to a scheduled aeration in the growing season, as it
does not increase the healing time of the aeration but allows for tremendous thatch removal in the upper ½-inch of the profile as well as organic
removal down into the profile with the aeration. The putting surface has an
ability to receive and take up a tremendous amount more of topdressing,
in the upper 3/8” of the rootzone, which greatly aids in organic (thatch)
dilution and surface smoothness and firmness for the long term.
This deep vertical mowing is only done about once per year on any of the turfgrass areas, but the benefits are
tremendous. Deep vertical mowing also reduces layering from frequent surface topdressing alone. This tool is
widely underutilized. Remember that dilution is a critical management philosophy but the organic matter
must be thinned and opened up before sand can be incorporated.
Add to this the Graden sand injection today which allows this deep vertical mowing to 1”, but it injects the
grooves completely full of a quality topdressing sand, thus eliminating the surface instability that was experienced in deeper vertical mowing without the sand injection. This is one reason why deep vertical mowing
received a bad reputation a few years back. Vertical
mowing with the 2 mm blade 1-inch deep produces a
tremendous surface instability and although significant thatch is removed, these grooves quickly are
compressed together and the introduction of sand
down into the groove impossible. The sand injection
attachment for the Graden eliminated these negatives.
Back to standard verticutting used as grooming. With
the close center blades, the depth is usually only 1/8
to sometimes 3/16-inch deep and often double verticut in one application. This verticutting is significant for
surface management in terms of thatch removal at
the surface but this thatch removal is more live material than dead because it is grooming stolons and surface rhizomes to help with a more upright growth
habit. It is also eliminating any “flag” leaves or long
leaves that are laying on the surface and not being
mowed so their only contribution to the surface quality is thatch production. As for double verticutting, the

ultradwarfs respond very well to “back track” verticutting, where the operator goes down and back in the same path. Let me point out that deep vertical mowing without sand injection is a tremendous tool, as I pointed out,
but the depth needs to be limited to no more than 5/8” to prevent the surface instability.
Add to this, straight verticut blades versus the carbide tip, and you again
have two different operations. The thin, straight blade is less aggressive
and many think the carbide tip is too aggressive to utilize on the finer textured grasses today. This is another myth, as these verticut blades should
be used in the best of growing conditions but normally the carbide tip
blades are used slightly shallower than straight blades to compensate for
the more aggressiveness. Both have tremendous use in managing turfgrass and usually it comes down to the
preference of the superintendent. Point is, the lateral stolons and rhizomes must be periodically cut and removed to reduce thatch accumulation and provide a more upright growth with better surface smoothness
and firmness. Pictured is just this type of needed growth removal that only adds to poorer surface quality
and the mat layer.
This discussion of vertical mowing does not intend to discount the Dryject but the functions are quite different. Dryject is very effective in introducing sand into the upper portion of the profile but if the thatch layer is
too dense with very little to no sand incorporated,
some of this density must be removed before sand
only injecting is as effective as it can be.
I hope this has given a better overview of the advantages and variations of vertical mowing and the
tremendous opportunities that it offers for improved
turfgrass health and surface quality on a year- round
basis by not only improving surface quality but also
managing thatch to a greater degree. Remember also
that dilution of thatch is the key for proper management and minimizing the layering effect in the profile
of organic matter and sand or soil. These deeper verticuttings are most beneficial in mitigating the layering
effect, especially when topdressed afterwards to improve sand introduction deeper into the profile.
If you would like to discuss verticutting programs in
more detail, please feel free to contact me anytime. I
will be glad to talk about how the variations of vertical
mowing have been used to the greatest success.
Bwhite@palmergolf.com. Cell-972/768-3245.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11
There are currently:
10 states with a BMP in place
10 states will finish up in 2018
20 states have told GCSAA they will finish up in 2019
The remaining 10 states are anticipated to be complete by 2020

service from an employer perspective.

Board Policy Oversight Task Group (BPOTG) – The BPOTG was
created to act as an independent task group that meets every
three years to address various issues related to GCSAA support
of board service. The standard operating procedures document
that outlines all the support received by the Board of Directors
was shared with the delegates via their GCSAA Delegates
Mr. Johnson advised that the second phase of the BMP project is
Meeting notebook. It is also on the GCSAA website. The 2018
facility adoption. Regional and state workshops will start in 2019
BPOTG offered several recommendations that were shared with
to assist chapters in training superintendents on how to write
the delegates. The GCSAA Board of Directors will consider these
their facility BMP plan. GCSAA asked the delegates to encourage
recommendations at their next meeting.
their chapter leaders to complete BMP programs this winter.
Reach out to Mark Johnson with questions at 800-472-7878 or
CPI Dues Process - GCSAA has a long-term membership dues
mjohnson@gcsaa.org.
pricing structure that ties a proposed dues increase to the Consumer Price Index (CPI). The GCSAA Board makes a recommenChapter Outreach/Field Staff Initiatives – Steve Randall, Direcdation to the membership on changes to A, B or C membership
tor, Chapter Outreach gave a brief overview of the Field Staff
dues every two years based on the CPI. The CPI increased by
program and highlighted several new initiatives. Field Staff live
4.5% over the past two years and this translates to a proposed
and work in one of the 9 regions which cover the United States
$20 dues increase for Class A/B and a $10 increase for Class C.
and Ontario, CAN. GCSAA strives to support its affiliated chapBringing the new dues amounts to $400 for Class A/B and $205
ters and assist in their success through the personalized support
for Class C. This proposed increase will be voted on at the Annuprovided by the field staff. A few of the priority programs inal Meeting.
clude:
Government Affairs Update – Chapter delegates learned about
Chapter Board Orientation Toolkit and Session
the myriad of legislative, regulatory and political issues facing
Chapter Executive Regional Conferences
the industry. Delegates heard case studies that demonstrate
Strategic Planning Sessions
why “strength in numbers” has a positive impact as GCSAA
First Green Program assistance
strives to make sure golf’s voice is heard at all levels of governSite Visits/GCSAA Board Outreach
ment, including direct lobbying on the Farm Bill, WOTUS and HEquipment Manager Task Group Update – Kevin Sunderman,
2B. Delegates also listened to recent efforts surrounding the
Vice Chair, Equipment Manager Task Group briefed the deleGCSAAPAC, Grassroots Ambassadors and National Golf Day.
gates on current and future initiatives. GCSAA offers education
Membership Retention and Growth Strategy – GCSAA’s
specifically for equipment managers at the Golf Industry Show.
strength in numbers would be enhanced by improving memberThere are EM live and on-demand webinars, as well as the popuship retention and increasing new member growth. There are
lar Five-Minute Fix videos. GCSAA has tools and templates on
approximately 7,500 (out of 15,000) golf courses without a
the website for equipment managers. The Turf Equipment TechGCSAA member. The delegates listened to several growth stratenician Certificate Program (TETCP) has two levels. Future initiagies to lure new members and a rewards program to help retain
tives include EM First Green curriculum, EM self-assessment tool
existing members. These strategies were:
and an EM certification program.
Friends of the Golf Course Superintendent – The Friends classifiCandidate Road Map to Board Service – The Nominating Comcation would target golfers and potential advocates. These indimittee recently completed work on a Candidate Road Map to
viduals would receive limited benefits and content. Suggested
Board Service. The road map will reside on GCSAA’s website and
dues would be $50 to $75. Delegates will vote on this proposed
will provide information for individuals interested in running for
bylaws addition in February.
the GCSAA Board of Directors. The committee asked that delegates review this information prior to the creation of the web
Facility Classification – Is aimed at smaller budget facilities, sugpage. Suggested experience for candidates included chapter
gested dues $200, would not be able to vote or hold office. Deleboard of director service and volunteering for GCSAA comgates will vote on this proposed bylaws addition at the Annual
mittees. The delegates suggested adding quotes from the emMeeting.
ployers of board members highlighting the benefits of board
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

Rewards or Loyalty program for existing members – Items within the program could be crew development plans, savings on CGCS,
TETCP and ASCS. Extra perks at tournament and GIS. This program does not require a vote or change to the bylaws.
Incentivizing Members to Add Additional Members –GCSAA is proposing a strategy to incentivize existing members/golf facilities
to add new GCSAA members at their facility. Incentives would depend on the number of new members that were added. Delegates
would be asked to vote on a proposed bylaw change that would allow the Board of Directors flexibility in creating these incentives.
Class A, B and C dues would not exceed the amount that is set by the members at the Annual Meeting.
The delegates discussed these retention and growth strategies in the large assembly and in small group breakouts. A straw poll
showed support for all four strategies. However, the Board of Directors would like to host follow-up conference calls with the delegates prior to the Annual Meeting to answer any questions and to provide additional details. *I voted FOR this proposition.
Town Hall – The GCSAA Board of Directors and delegates participated in an open format town hall session.
Candidate Presentations and Breakouts – The candidates for the 2019 GCSAA Board of Directors gave presentations and visited
delegates in breakout rooms. The delegates were awarded ample time to interact and ask questions of the candidates. Those running for the 2019 GCSAA Board of Directors are:

For President – Rafael Barajas, CGCS
For Vice President – John R. Fulling, Jr., CGCS
For Secretary/Treasurer
Kevin P. Breen, CGCS
Mark F. Jordan, CGCS
Barajas

Fulling

Breen

Jordan

For Director (electing three directors)
T.A. Barker, CGCS
Doug D. Dykstra, CGCS

Balancing Innovation and Sound Agronomics
Sales, Contract Service, and Rental options available
Call Today to See The Equipment
Turf Professionals Trust

Jeff Kadlec (210) 413-3045 Rick Kadlec (314) 744-0379

Paul L. Carter, CGCS
Jeff L. White, CGCS

If Mark Jordan is not voted in as the secretary/treasurer, he may
be nominated as a candidate for director from the floor. Kevin
Breen is in the middle of his two-year term as director. If unsuccessful in his bid for secretary/treasurer, Breen will remain as
director to finish his term.
There are three open positions for director, with T.A. Barker,
CGCS, Jeff L. White, CGCS and Mark Jordan, CGCS at the end of
their terms. All three open director terms will be for two-year
terms. If Kevin Breen is elected secretary/treasurer, the remaining year of his director term will be filled through the voting process.
As a reminder the process for electing directors changed at last
year’s Annual Meeting. Each director position will be voted on
one at a time. Therefore, there will be separate ballots cast to fill
each open director position.
After attending the breakouts, my recommendation for Secretary/Treasurer is Mark F. Jordan, CGCS and for Directors-- Kevin
Breen for 1st position and T.A. Barker, CGCS for 2nd position &
split votes between Paul L. Carter, CGCS and Doug D. Dykstra,
CGCS for 3rd position

A Message from Rhett Evans
2018 Fall Board Meeting Review
For many of you, autumn is a time for winding down, while others are busy making preparations for an influx
of snowbirds. We have a similar dichotomy at GCSAA headquarters. While we are bringing some of our 2018
projects to the finish line, we are gearing up for our busiest season with the Chapter Delegates Meeting and
the Golf Industry Show right around the corner. And we are planning for 2019 and beyond, as you will see
from the items discussed by the GCSAA Board of Directors at its Fall Meeting in September at headquarters in Lawrence:
Award selection: The Board selected winners of the 2019 Col. John Morley Distinguished Service Award, President’s Award for Environmental Stewardship and Edwin Budding Award. Look for the formal announcement of the winners in upcoming issues of This
Week.
Board nomination process: Staff was asked to utilize the feedback gathered from previous Chapter Delegates meetings to create a
document and landing page for the GCSAA website. The document and landing page will provide eligible Class A members with
suggestions on how they may prepare to run for GCSAA board service. The landing page will also provide information of time commitments for serving on the board. The Board moved forward with the document and landing page content for presentation to the
Chapter Delegates.
Membership growth and retention strategy: The Board agreed to move forward with presenting several membership growth and
retention strategies to the Chapter Delegates. Growing our membership means a stronger voice when we advocate for and champion the profession and industry. As of the beginning of October, our membership number has surpassed 18,000, and we continue
on our positive trajectory toward reaching our goal of 20,000 members by 2020.
Class A and Certification Code of Standards: The Board approved edits to Class A Code of Standards and Certification Code of
Standards. These changes will allow for more ways to add service points.
Committees and Task Group Review: Our 22 committees and task groups provide valuable input for the association as well as leadership opportunities for members. Each year we review the focus and necessity of each group. Among the additions to the groups
in 2019 will be task groups focused on First Green and membership growth and retention. If you would like to volunteer for a committee or task group, please apply online.
Financial update: While we still have a busy few months of 2018 left ahead of us, the Board was presented with a draft of the 2019
Strategic Plan Overview and took formal action to re-affirm the association’s Vision, Mission and Strategic Priorities. Staff is finalizing their 2019 business plans and budget proposals which will be presented for approval at the Winter Board Meeting. GCSAA remains strong financially as we move toward 2019. Our financial reserves are in good standing and we continue to see growth.
CEO Update: Our popular education offerings for assistants and equipment managers continue to gain momentum. The Assistant
Superintendent Certificate Series is expanding. Currently there are two certificates available, Principles of Golf Course Agronomy
and Principles of Golf Course Business, which launched earlier this year. The remaining two, Leadership and Communication and
Environmental Management and BMPs will be available by the end of the year. So far, more than 100 certificates have been completed by ASCS participants. More than 300 certificates being awarded since the start of the Turf Equipment Technician Certificate
program in 2015. The Equipment Manager Task Group have been busy working on the Level 2 certificates with an anticipated
launch date in early 2019. In order to complete the Level 2 certificates candidates will need to complete Level 1. The certificate
series covers competency areas in the turf equipment manager field from cutting Units to spray systems. In addition, the ranks of
the GCSAA Grassroots Ambassadors have grown to 330 members. New classes begin each quarter, and ambassadors are pursuing
meetings with members of Congress to voice golf’s support for labor and environmental policies that enhance industry while also
educating lawmakers on best management practices.
GIS Update and Planning: The Board was briefed on several changes to the GIS schedule in San Diego. They include moving the
Opening Session to Wednesday morning prior to the opening of the trade show, moving the Annual Meeting to Thursday morning
and the addition of a Trade Show Finale on Thursday afternoon. For a complete look at the schedule, please visit the newly redesigned GIS website, www.golfindustryshow.com.
Speaking of the Golf Industry Show, registration is now open, and we hope many of you will be there. This year we will be offering
more than 420 hours of education, building a full-size replica of a working maintenance facility on the trade show floor and providing special networking opportunities for first-time attendees, and so much more.

GCSAA Government Affair Manager
Michael Lee Wins RISE Award
Michael Lee, manager, government affairs, earned the 2018 Grassroots Excellence Award from Responsible
Industry for A Sound Environment (RISE) at its annual meeting Sept. 25 in Amelia Island, Fla. Lee was honored
for his work to engage GCSAA members in Maryland and Maine in responding to anti-pesticide bills working
through state legislatures last spring. Lee's proactive and strategic support and
engagement with superintendents on the ground in those states lead to the defeat of the
bills as announced by RISE staff at the meeting.
GCSAA is a long standing member
of the RISE coalition. RISE is the
national trade association representing manufacturers,
formulators, distributors and other industry leaders
involved with pesticides and fertilizers for non-ag use.
Headquartered in Washington, D.C., RISE is engaged at
the federal, state, and local levels of government.
Read the RISE press release about the meeting and
Lee's win.

GOLFINDUSTRYSHOW.COM

Health in Action 5K
Join us for the 2019 Health in Action 5K presented
by Syngenta and theGolf Course Superintendents Association of America. Proceeds from the run benefit
the Environmental Institute for Golf, the philanthropic
arm of GCSAA. The 2019 event will be held Thursday,
February 7 at 6:00am at Embarcadero Marina Park North
in San Diego, CA.

Register Here

A GAME FOR ALL
It’s a fun, recreational activity for millions of people of all ages, genders and
ethnic backgrounds.

DID YOU KNOW?
Of the 15,000+ U.S. golf facilities, more than
10,000 are open to the public.
The median greens fee across America is only $38 for
a round of public golf.
Eight out of 10 golfers play public golf.

